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Although the frequency shift and odd-even intensity modulation in high-order harmonic genera-
tion (HHG) have both been observed for asymmetric laser-target systems, they are typically studied
as two separate phenomena. In this Letter, we provide a comprehensive picture of these two non-
linear optical phenomena, unifying them through a common origin - asymmetry of the laser-target
system. By tuning asymmetric laser-target systems, we discover a transition from the harmonic fre-
quency shift to the odd-even intensity modulation upon increasing the duration of the driving laser
pulse. Specifically, these phenomena are observed simultaneously for laser pulses with intermediate
pulse duration. For numerical evidence, we solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, while
insight into the underlying physics is obtained from a simplified analytically tractable model. Un-
derstanding the asymmetric characteristics reflected in the HHG as provided is crucial for retrieving
laser-target information, sampling external fields, and probing molecular dynamics.

Introduction — High-order harmonic generation
(HHG) resulting from the laser-matter interaction is
crucial for attosecond technologies, enabling tracking
ultrafast dynamics inside matters with unprecedented
temporal resolution [1–5]. On the other hand, the HHG
by itself reflects various properties of the laser-target
system; therefore, it is an effective tool for imaging
molecular structures and dynamics [6–10]. Fully com-
prehending HHG features benefits these important ap-
plications in strong-field physics and attosecond sci-
ences.
A well-known feature of HHG emitted from a sym-

metric laser-target system is its spectrum peaks posi-
tioning at only odd multiples of the fundamental laser
frequency [11, 12]. This pattern results from the in-
terference of uniform attosecond bursts emitted every
half-cycle time intervals as the electron recombines with
the parent ion after being driven by the laser electric
field following the tunneling ionization [11–14]. Mean-
while, for a laser-target system lacking centrosymmet-
ric symmetry, HHG reflects this symmetry-breaking by
producing even-order harmonics in addition to the odd-
order ones [15–33]. Tuning asymmetry of a laser-target
system thus modulates the intensities of odd and even
harmonics [19–33].

Recent advances in laser technology have progres-
sively shortened laser pulses to just a few cycles with
stable carrier-envelope phases (CEP) [34–36]. Inter-
acting with those pulses, targets emit HHG, which no
longer follows the odd- or even-order rules of harmon-
ics due to the nonuniform attosecond bursts caused by
the rapid change of the instantaneous electric field af-
ter half of the laser cycle [8, 37]. Furthermore, ad-
justing the short-laser-pulse’s asymmetry shifts the har-
monic peaks, which is significant for characterizing laser
CEP [37, 38] and pulse waveform [39, 40], probing nu-
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clear dynamics [8, 41], and controlling the ionization
and recombination times [9, 30].

While the odd-even intensity modulation [17–33] and
harmonic frequency shift [8, 9, 30, 32, 37–49] both char-
acterize asymmetric laser-target systems in two limits
of the laser pulse, multi-cycle versus few-cycle, they are
usually studied separately since different laser-target ob-
jects are considered. Remarkably, there is still no di-
rect relationship between the rules governing these two
phenomena. Also, it is intriguing to identify situations
where both effects are simultaneously observable.

In the present Letter, we theoretically study the link
between harmonic frequency shift and odd-even inten-
sity modulation upon increasing the duration of the
laser pulses while interacting with tunable asymmetric
laser-target systems. The two systems with different
controlling symmetry-breaking factors are considered:
(i) a symmetric laser-atom system with an additional
low-frequency electric field, and (ii) a planar molecule
with varying orientation angles. We demonstrate that
harmonic frequency shift and odd-even harmonic mod-
ulation are both governed by the same symmetry-
breaking factor and, indeed, are the two different mani-
festations of this symmetry-breaking in HHG. Also, we
observe both effects occurring simultaneously in HHG
at intermediate pulse durations.

Subcycle and intercycle interferences — Although
harmonic frequency shift and odd-even intensity mod-
ulation have been studied separately before (see
Refs. [15–17, 37, 39]), we broadly review them here
to emphasize their interconnectedness and explain their
underlying physics comprehensively.

According to the strong-field approximation, HHG in
the time domain is indeed the interference of attosec-
ond bursts emitted at each recombination event of elec-
trons to the parent ion after traveling in the laser elec-
tric field following the ionization near the laser intensity
peaks [11, 12]. As shown in Fig. 1, two types of interfer-
ence exist for asymmetric laser-target systems: subcycle
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FIG. 1. Sketch of subcycle and intercycle interference in the time (a) and frequency (b) domains. The subcycle interference
is synthesized from subcycle emission bursts, emitted as electron recombination after implementing closed trajectories [solid
curves in Fig (a)], resulting in an interference pattern with flat peaks whose positions may not at integer harmonic orders
[red dotted curve in Fig. (b)]. The intercycle interference resulting from emission bursts repeated each cycle (a) leads to a
comb pattern [blue dashed curves in Fig (b)]. In a multicycle laser pulse, both subcycle and intercycle are involved, leading
to odd-even intensity modulation [purple solid curves in Fig (b)].

and intercycle. Subcycle interference arises from adja-
cent bursts emitted within one optical cycle. During
each half-cycle, two bursts are generated by short and
long trajectories responsible for generating each har-
monics [11, 12]. However, for harmonics near the cutoff
or under good phase-matching, only short trajectories
remain, while long trajectories cancel out each other.
Thereby, the subcycle interference can be mathemati-
cally expressed as

Dsub(N) = D
1
eiφ1

[
1− D2

D
1

ei(∆φ−Nπ)

]
, (1)

where N is the harmonic order; Dj and φj are the am-
plitude and phase of the emission bursts; and the in-
dex j = 1, 2 means the first and second half-cycles.
∆φ = φ2 − φ1 is the phase difference between the two
attosecond bursts. For symmetry-breaking laser-target
systems, the two adjacent bursts with a half-cycle time
interval are asymmetric both in amplitude and phase.
Subcycle interference [Eq. (1)] modulates its intensity

as presented by the red dotted curve in Fig. 1(b), whose
maxima locate at harmonic orders

Nsub−max = 2m+ 1 +
∆φ

π
, (2)

which strongly depend on the phase difference ∆φ, char-
acterizing the asymmetry of the laser-target system.
Here, m is an integer. If the system is centrosymmet-
ric under the half-cycle time translation (∆φ = 0), the
maxima overlap with odd-order harmonics only.
Subcycle interference occurs when the laser pulse con-

sists of a few optical cycles, i.e., in the few-cycle limit.
However, for a multicycle laser pulse, the subcycle emis-
sion bursts are repeated every cycle but weighted by the
factor α because of the unequal instantaneous ionization
rate, unequal peak amplitudes of electric fields in each
optical cycle, or the depletion. In this case, the inter-
cycle interference between subcycle emissions bursts is
involved as

D(N) = Dsub(N) Dinter(N). (3)

where Dinter(N) =
n∑

j=0

αje
jiNωT characterizes the inter-

cycle interference. Here, n is the number of the pulse’s
optical cycles, ω and T are the laser carrier frequency
and optical cycle. In the continuous-wave limit or the
number cycle is large enough, every optical cycle is ap-
proximately identical, i.e., αj ≈ 1, the intercycle inter-
ference has magnitude

|Dinter−cw(N)| = sin[(n+ 1)Nπ]

sin(Nπ)
. (4)

Equation (4) implies that the peaks are placed at in-
teger numbers of N , i.e., at both odd- and even-order
harmonics, as presented by the dashed blue curve in
Fig. 1(b).

Equation (3) demonstrates that when an asymmet-
ric laser-target system interacts with a multicycle laser
pulse, the harmonic peak’s frequency (odd and even) is
governed by Dinter(N), but amplitude is controlled by
Dsub(N). Thereby, the intensity ratio between the even
and odd harmonics is

Ieven
Iodd

≈ |Dsub(2m)|2

|Dsub(2m+ 1)|2
≈ 1− 2κ cos∆φ

1 + κ cos∆φ
, (5)

where κ =
2D1D2

|D1|2 + |D2|2
is the intensity imbalance of

the two subcycle emission bursts. This odd-even inten-
sity was well validated for polar molecules in a mul-
ticycle laser pulse [23], or atoms in a combination of a
multicycle pulse with a low-frequency electric pulse [33].

In summary, we have connected two nonlinear opti-
cal phenomena, the harmonic frequency shift and the
odd-even intensity modulation, as manifestations of the
phase difference between adjacent attosecond bursts.
Their appearance depends on the duration of the laser
pulse. In a few-cycle laser pulse, only subcycle inter-
ference is involved in the HHG of an asymmetric laser-
target system. The symmetry-breaking factor causes a
harmonic frequency shift by Eq. (2). In contrast, in mul-
ticycle laser pulse, both subcycle and intercycle interfer-
ences are involved, producing both odd and even har-
monics, whose even-to-odd ratio is modified by changing
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the asymmetry factor by Eq. (5). The governing factor
of these two effects is the same: the phase difference
between adjacent attosecond bursts, ∆φ.

Transition from harmonic frequency shift to odd-even
intensity modulation — To investigate the interconnect-
edness between the harmonic frequency shift and odd-
even intensity modulation in HHG, we consider laser-
target systems with varying laser pulse durations and
tunable symmetry-breaking factors. Specifically, we
show results for driving laser pulses with three, four,
and six optical cycles, called single-cycle, few-cycle, and
multi-cycle regimes. In addition, the quasi-continuous-
wave limit (quasi-cw) is also given using a driving laser
pulse of ten optical cycles with the flattop envelope.
The cosine-squared envelope and carrier-envelope phase
(CEP) of −π/2 are chosen for all the considered driv-
ing pulses. Two targets are considered: (i) a hydro-
gen atom with an additional weak low-frequency elec-
tric field and (ii) a planar molecule H2+

3 with varying
orientation angles. We chose these cases because the
symmetry-breaking factors (the external electric field
and the molecular orientation) causing the asymmetry
are tunable. In the adiabatic approximation, a low-
frequency electric field (terahertz field) can be consid-
ered as a quasi-static electric field.

We proceed the study with numerical evidence
from solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
(TDSE). These results can be additionally validated by
the analytical analysis based on simple models. We
show the results in the main text while the details of
calculations are provided in supplementary [50].

(i) Quasi-static electric field as a symmetry-breaking
factor

Figure 2 exhibits a scenario of HHG where a hydro-
gen atom interacts with the driving laser pulse com-
bined with a tunable quasi-static electric field (SEF).
Following the pulse-duration change from single-cycle
to quasi-cw regimes, this figure demonstrates the tran-
sition from SEF-induced harmonic frequency shift [Pan-
els (a)-(c)] to SEF-induced even-to-odd modulation in
the HHG [Panels (c)-(d)].

Particularly, in single-cycle and few-cycle regimes,
there are only two or three attosecond bursts, as shown
in the time domain [Panels (a1)-(b1)], consequently only
subcycle interference occurs. In this case, harmonic
peaks shift because of the varying SEF-induced asym-
metry [Panels (a2)-(b2)]. The figures show that the shift
is up to four harmonic orders when SEF varies from
−20 to +20 MV/cm. Meanwhile, when the driving laser
pulse is long enough (multi-cycle or quasi-cw), both sub-
cycle and intercycle interference are involved because of
the contribution of more emission bursts in the time
domain [Panels (c1)-(d1)]. The intercycle interference
sharpens the harmonic peaks at specific orders for the
multi-cycle regimes or integers for the quasi-cw regime.
Moreover, varying SEF leads to the intensity oscillation
of these harmonic peaks, as shown in Panels (c3)-(d3),
resulting in the oscillation of the intensity ratio between

the adjacent harmonic orders, called even-to-odd ratio
[Panels (c4)-(d4)].

Specifically, both phenomena are observed in the
same HHG pattern in Panels (b) and (c), where the
pulses with intermediate duration are used. The fre-
quency shift is seen clearly for harmonics near and at
the cutoff, while the odd-even intensity oscillation is
found for harmonics below cutoffs. This simultaneous
existence of the two effects can be explained by look-
ing into the time-frequency profiles in Panels (b1)-(c1).
They show that the harmonics near the cutoff coher-
ently interfere from only two emission bursts, i.e., sub-
cycle interference, leading to the harmonic frequency
shift. Meanwhile, the low harmonics away from the cut-
off result from more than two emission bursts, i.e., both
subcycle and multi-cycle interference, causing odd-even
intensity oscillation.

To continue, we analyze the observed transition be-
tween the two effects, from the harmonic frequency shift
to the even-to-odd ratio oscillation. It is well-known
that the asymmetry caused by the SEF leads to the
phase distortion of the attosecond bursts. This SEF-
induced phase distortion difference has been calculated
analytically in Refs. [33, 40] within the strong-field ap-
proximation [11, 12]. Substituting it into Eq. (2), we
can describe SEF-induced shift in the form

∆N = ±2C
Em

πω3
ET , (6)

where ∆N is the shift of harmonic order; Em is the aver-
age amplitude of the two electric peaks at the two half-
cycles at the center of the driving pulses, which are re-
sponsible for the emission bursts; ET is the SEF; and C
is a constant, which is equal to 2.558 for harmonics near
cutoff. The analytical prediction (6) of SEF-induced
frequency shift is fairly consistent with that from nu-
merical simulation, as shown in Panels (a2), (a3), (b2),
(b3), and (c2).

For the quasi-cw regime, the simulated even-to-odd
ratio matches the analytical description well. This for-
mula, which has the form

Ieven
Iodd

≈ tan2
(
C
E0

ω3
ET

)
, (7)

is a consequence of Eq. (5) incorporated with the an-
alytical THz-induced phase distortion difference. The
demonstration of Eq. (7) in Panels (c4) and (d4) shows
its consistency with numerical results. It is worth noting
that the even-to-odd ratio (7) and the frequency shift
(6) are the two manifestations of the same symmetry-
breaking nature. The common factor 2CE0/πω

3 is si-
multaneously the slope of linear frequency shift in the
single- or few-cycle regimes and half of the oscillation
frequency in odd-even intensity oscillation in the multi-
cycle and quasi-cw regimes.

(ii) Orientation of planar molecule H2+
3 as a symmetry-

breaking factor
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FIG. 2. Transition from SEF-induced harmonic frequency shift in single-cycle (a) and few-cycle (b) regimes to SEF-induced
odd-even intensity modulation in multi-cycle (c) and quasi-cw (d) regimes of HHG emitted from a hydrogen atom in the
combination of driving laser pulse and SEF (e). Upper panels [(a1) - (d1)] show the electric field of driving laser pulses (grey
curves) and the harmonic emission bursts in the absence of SEF. Panels [(a2) - (d2)] demonstrate the TDSE-simulated HHG
for harmonics near cutoff when varying SEF. In Figs. [(a2), (b2)], the black dots pick the centroids of harmonic peaks, which
closely follow the analytical predictions (6) presented by solid lines. The separated comparisons are exhibited in Figs. [(a3),
(b3)]. For multi-cycle and quasi-cw regimes, adding a SEF causes additional harmonics (called sideband) besides existing
peaks without SEF (called mainband) [(c2), (d2)]. Varying SEF, the intensity of the mainband and the sideband [(c3), (d3)]
and the even-to-odd ratios [(c4), (d4)] modulate with the same period, which is consistent with the analytical prediction (7)
(black curves). When using intermediate pulses [(b), (c)], both harmonic frequency shift and odd-even intensity modulation
are observed. The driving laser with the intensity of 1.5× 1014 W/cm2, and the wavelength of 800 nm is used.

Figure 3 exhibits the numerical simulation of HHG
obtained by solving TDSE for planar molecule H2+

3 with
varying orientation angles in different pulse regimes. Be-
cause of the C3 symmetry of H2+

3 , we present the results
only from 0◦ to 120◦ for the orientation angle. The first
observation from this picture is that, for all regimes,
the HHG intensity is enhanced at orientation angles of
30◦ and 90◦, and strongly suppressed at 0◦, 60◦, and
120◦. This observation is similar to those observed in
C3-symmetry monocrystal [51, 52]. The HHG orienta-
tion dependence is easily understood by its consistency
with the orientation-dependent electron density, as seen
in Panel (e).

The second feature is the transition from the non-
linear frequency shift [Panels (a)-(c)] into the odd-even
intensity modulation [Panels (c)-(d)] with varying orien-
tation while increasing the pulse duration. Particularly,
as a result of the subcycle interference, the harmonic
frequencies nonlinearly shift with the period of 120◦ in
the near-cycle and few-cycle regimes [Panels (a)-(b)].
To the best of our knowledge, most harmonic frequency
shifts observed so far vary linearly with the changing

of asymmetry factors [37–40, 45–47]. This nonlinear
harmonic frequency shift is intriguing. On the other
hand, for harmonics in the quasi-cw regime [Panels (c)-
(d)], the positions of harmonic peaks are fixed, but the
harmonic intensity is modulated with the period of 60◦

when varying molecular orientation. This odd-even in-
tensity modulation is a consequence of both subcycle
and intercycle interferences.

With a laser pulse of intermediate duration, i.e., in
the multi-cycle regime as shown in Panels (c), both
frequency shift and odd-even modulation are observed.
Similar to the case of SEF-induced symmetry-breaking,
the harmonic frequency shift is clearly seen for harmon-
ics at the cutoff, while low harmonics exhibit odd-even
intensity modulation.

Our previously mentioned observations can be ad-
ditionally justified by analytical means. According to
Eqs. (2) and (5), for formulating analytical formulae of
the frequency shift and even-to-odd ratio, we need an
analytical form of the phase difference between the ad-
jacent attosecond bursts ∆φ. However, different from
the SEF case where ∆φ results from the SEF-induced
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FIG. 3. Transition from harmonic frequency shift [(a)-(c)] to odd-even intensity oscillation [(c)-(d)] for a planar molecule H2+
3

with varying orientation angle [model in Fig. (e)], interacting with a linearly polarized laser pulse in single-, few-, multi-cycle,
and quasi-cw regimes. When using a multi-cycle laser (c), both frequency shift and odd-even oscillation are simultaneously
appeared. In Figs. [(a2), (b2), (c3), (d3)], the frequency shift and odd-even oscillation numerically simulated from TDSE
(black dots) fairly match with those predicted analytically (solid curves). The laser with the intensity of 3 × 1014 W/cm2,
and the wavelength of 800 nm is used.

distortion of electron trajectories that can easily be
treated by strong-field approximation, in the oriented
H2+

3 -molecule case, ∆φ is caused by the molecule itself.
Therefore, we adopt the method of linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO) to approximately describe
the molecule H2+

3 . The details are presented in Supple-
mentary [50].
According to LCAO, the electron recombination to

the ground state gives an emission characterized as
D1 ∼ d1e

iφ1 , where the phase φ1 satisfies

tanφ1 =
sinkR1 + sinkR2 + sinkR3

coskR1 + coskR2 + coskR3
, (8)

with Rj (j = 1, 2, 3) are coordinates of the H atoms
with respect to the center of charge, and k is the electron
wave number. After half of an optical cycle, the second
emission is D2 ∼ d2e

i(φ2+Nπ) with φ2 = −φ1.
First, we discuss the quasi-cw regime. Substituting

∆φ = −2φ1 and assume |d
1
| ≈ |d2| for simplicity, in to

Eq. (5), we have the even-to-odd ratio

Ieven
Iodd

=

∣∣∣∣ sin (y sin θ) + sin(y cos θ1)− sin(y cos θ2)

cos (y sin θ) + cos(y cos θ1) + cos(y cos θ2)

∣∣∣∣2,
(9)

where θ is the orientation angle, θ1(2) = θ ± π/6, and

y = k|Rj | with k =
√
2Nω. Its plot in Panels (c3)-(d3)

qualitatively follows the oscillation of even-to-odd ra-
tio numerically simulated from TDSE. The scaling fac-
tor between analytical and numerical odd-even ratio is

caused by the approximation |d
1
| ≈ |d2|, i.e., ignoring

the magnitude asymmetry of the two adjacent attosec-
ond bursts.

To analytically describe the frequency shift, we can
not apply Eq. (2) directly because the phase φ1 also
depends on the harmonic order N via Eq. (8). This
circumstance makes Eq. (2) nontrivial. Therefore, we
approach this problem another way, rewriting Eq. (1)
for the subcycle interference, and find the condition that
maximizes

Isub = |D1 −D2|2. (10)

Detailed partition of Eq. (10) is shown in Supplemen-
tary [50]. Its solution is found numerically and pre-
sented in Panels (a) and (b), which fairly follows the
results from the TDSE simulation.

Conclusions and discussions— Depending on the
laser pulse duration, the subcycle only or both sub-
cycle and intercycle interferences of attosecond bursts
occur, which is reflected in the HHG spectra via the
harmonic frequency shift or even-to-odd intensity mod-
ulation. These non-linear effects are the two manifesta-
tions of one common physics - the asymmetry of laser-
target systems. Although the harmonic shift and the
even-to-odd harmonic intensity modulation have been
investigated previously, for the first time we provide a
unified picture for both of them, where the transition is
demonstrated by varying the laser pulse duration from
single to multi-cycles. Interestingly, both effects in HHG
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spectra are observable for the laser pulse with interme-
diate duration.
For the above conclusion, we have utilized the numer-

ical method of solving the Schrödinger equation com-
bined with the theoretical analysis based on simple mod-
els. This study adopts two laser-target systems with
tunable symmetry-breaking factors; however, the results
are general, and the conclusion can be used for different
asymmetric laser-target systems.

We can also discuss the application prospective be-
cause the harmonic frequency shift and even-to-odd in-
tensity modulation clearly encode the laser-target in-
formation. For the first case in this study, where
the electric field acts as a symmetry-breaking factor,
the asymmetry manifestations in HHG can be lever-
aged to sample the field’s temporal profile or control

the subcycle motion of electron wavepackets. Mean-
while, when asymmetry factors originate from the tar-
gets themselves, the harmonic frequency shift and even-
to-odd harmonic modulation can serve as tools to re-
trieve molecular structures or to probe molecular dy-
namics.
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